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Lessons from Self-Directed Support
Social care rarely receives the attention given to other parts of the welfare state, and it
may be for this very reason that, ever so quietly, a revolutionary new system has been
able to slowly emerge. This system is called Self-Directed Support and it means:2
• You are given a cash entitlement - your Individual Budget
• You can spend that budget flexibly - as long as you meet the agreed outcomes
• You can control the budget and change your mind if you see a better way of spending it
This is a radical departure from the old system of social care, where people do not know
what they are entitled to, have no control over their budget and where choice is limited or
non-existent. Moreover these early reforms have led to significant improvements in
outcomes and efficiency; today many local authorities have embarked on redesigning their
systems and these reforms are now at the heart of government policy.3
But while these innovations are exciting and positive they are poorly understood (both
within and without government) and their implications for the whole welfare state have yet
to be explored.4 Often they are treated as ʻmarket reformsʼ, but this is to radically
misunderstand the basis of their success. Instead, at the heart of these reforms is a
commitment to giving ordinary citizens real power and, as I will argue here, the underlying
methodology of Self-Directed Support is one that could be used to progressively redesign
the whole welfare state:
1. To integrate social care funding
2. To extend Individual Budgets into other services
3. To integrate benefits into one system
4. To integrate tax and means-testing
Within the confines of this essay it will not be possible to do to justice to all the
complexities and questions that these possibilities raise. However I hope, by throwing
more light on the real nature of Self-Directed Support, to show that there are many more
unexplored paths for reform than have yet been considered.

Inside Individual Budgets
It is possible that the old ideological debates over markets, taxes and consumerism have
made it very difficult for us to understand what is powerful and radical about an innovation
like Individual Budgets. The natural tendency is to picture these reforms as just one more
attempt to bring the benefits of increased market efficiency into the welfare state. But this
is a mistake.
An Individual Budget is not a cash transfer (although it may lead to one) rather it is an upfront, transparent, funding allocation, and all the early data suggests that is this ʻup-front
transparencyʼ, rather than any subsequent market impact, which has been the key to its
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success.5 For when you tell someone that they are entitled to a budget which can be used
flexibly then:
• Many people target that funding more effectively by only purchasing services that really
meet their needs - rather than using everything that they are ʻgivenʼ just in case all of it is
taken away.
• Many people pull in additional support from friends, family and their community - no
longer worrying that any such additional support will lead to their budget being cut.6
• Some people identify new and innovative forms of support - no longer restricted to the
narrow menu of services on offer.
In other words the efficiency of Individual Budgets lies primarily in the way it enables the
individual to be an effective citizen, taking responsibility for their own life and integrating
support into the framework of their own personal and community resources. But in the old
system no up-front allocation is possible because the allocation only takes place after an
extended process of assessment, care planning and service identification. This process
then leads to the ʻplacementʼ of the individual in a service - a term that tells its own story.
This elaborate process naturally leaves the final allocation hidden, for it serves no purpose
to tell people what their service costs when they cannot change it anyway:
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Figure 1 The old allocation system in social care

However, in the new system of Self-Directed Support, people can be told, up-front, what
they are entitled to (their Individual Budget) because of the development of a Resource
Allocation System (RAS).7 The RAS is the key technological innovation at the heart of
Self-Directed Support. It is the development of the RAS which makes up-front
transparency possible:

Figure 2 The new allocation system in social care
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In practice this means that, after filling in a questionnaire (and it seems to make little
difference whether this is done by the individual or by a professional) the individual is then
told their indicative budget - the amount that they have to plan with. Using this budget the
individual (with support from friends, family or professionals) can determine their own
Support Plan. This Support Plan is then reviewed and agreed with the local authority. In a
minority of cases changes may be necessary to the plan or the final budget - but largely
people work effectively within their budget and sometimes even decide they do not need
all the funding allocated in their indicative budget.
The role of the RAS is to replace rationing by the use of professional intuition with a clear
set of rules that links level of need to money. This means that not only does the RAS
create transparency for the citizen about ʻwhatʼ they are entitled to, it also creates
transparency about ʻwhyʼ that budget is set. In practice the process of developing the RAS
has shown that it is possible to radically simplify the initial part of the assessment process
into a limited set of questions, despite the wide range of funding involved (from zero to
£60,000 per year and sometimes higher). The current best practice model published by In
Control has only 9 key questions and provides a clear ethical framework for setting
budgets:
Principles of Fairness
a) Prevention
b) Sufficiency
c) Equity
d) Contribution
e) Anti-poverty
f) Anti-dependency
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Impact on Outcomes
a) Other funding streams
b) Market factors
c) Inflation and pay rates
d) Innovation
e) Technology
f) Regulations & infrastructure

Figure 3 The ethical framework constraining the RAS

Moreover the RAS is further constrained by the empirical data that arises from its own
application. This creates the further potential for readjustment and tuning over time and it
means that the process actually becomes ʻsmarterʼ the more it is used.
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Figure 4 The increasing sensitivity of the RAS over time

The RAS, because it is a set of clear rules, therefore enables:
• People to plan more effectively for themselves
• Professionals to use transparent rules to make rationing decisions8
• Society to reflect upon the purpose and effectiveness of its own rationing
Moreover, and this is the critical matter for this essay, there is no reason to think that the
underlying logic of this approach is restricted to the social care system. In the remainder of
this essay I will set out the benefits of extending Self-Directed Support by four distinct
steps.

Step One - To integrate social care funding
When Self-Directed Support came to the attention of policy-makers in late 2004 it was
noticed almost immediately that this approach also offered the opportunity to integrate
many of the diverse funding streams which are used in social care.9 For example, the
governmentʼs Individual Budget Pilot Programme aimed to demonstrate that the following
funding streams could be effectively integrated:
• Local Authority Funding - £19 billion on services for children and adults in England
• Supporting People (SP) - £1.69 billion on housing-related support
• Independent Living Fund (ILF) - £0.22 billion on personal care
• Disabled Facilities Grant (DFG) - £0.121 billion on housing adaptations
• Access to Work (AtW) - £0.06 billion on adaptations in the workplace
• Integrated Community Equipment Service (ICES) - £0.052 billion on equipment
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Figure 5 The different funding streams within social care

However there was little success in achieving any meaningful integration between these
funding streams, and it is important to understand the reasons for these difficulties, which
are bureaucratic, rather than technical or economic:
• Competing legislative and regulatory frameworks - different funding streams were
created at different times and are subject to different rules.
• Conflicting vested-interests - the professional and civil servant groups that manage each
funding stream have a vested interest in maintaining their distinct identities.
• Limited media and public understanding - any changes in funding, whatever the obvious
overall benefits, may lead to one group appearing to be disadvantaged.
• Poor strategic vision - integration involves important choices, in particular over the
degree of local control desired, and these decisions must be guided by a coherent
strategic vision for welfare reform - that vision is currently absent.
It is therefore not surprising to see calls for integration being deflected into extended
periods of ʻpilotingʼ and ʻresearchʼ which quickly, for lack of political will or understanding
lose momentum and achieve nothing.10 Nevertheless a real opportunity exists to bring
about effective integration and to shift resources out of multiple and competing
administrative systems and into the hands of citizens. At the very least this would cut out
the expensive layers of duplicated administration.

Step 2 - To extend Individual Budgets to other services
It has also been widely observed that Self-Directed Support can be extended beyond
Social Care. There has already been success in applying these principles into education
and health care and some are now beginning to apply the same methodology for people
who are homeless or subject to abuse. It is impossible to explore all the issues that this will
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raise within the confines of this essay, so instead I will just provide one powerful example
where several of these innovations are coming together.
The transition into adulthood for children with special educational needs is infamous as
one of the most incoherent, complex and distressing parts of the modern welfare state.11
Yet, finally, in Sheffield, there are signs that this system can be successfully redesigned.
Working in partnership Sheffield City Council - along with Talbot Special School, Sheffield
Primary Care Trust and the Learning and Skills Council have together designed a totally
new process which finally puts the young person and their family at the centre of the
planning their own future. Instead of parallel processes, led by diverse professionals, the
transition process starts with the presumption that planning for the future is something that
the young person does, with their family. The school is now redesigning its whole
curriculum and the different statutory bodies are defining the distinct budgets necessary
(integrating Individual Budgets for social care, health and further education) and
simplifying and clarifying their administrative processes to support this process. Over the
last two years this has led to dramatic improvements in satisfaction and the quality of
peopleʼs lives - as well as enabling the Council to avoid expensive and damaging
residential placements outside the City.
The extension of Self-Directed Support and Individual Budgets into other services would
create a flexible framework where anyone who needs extra support to overcome their
problems - not just money - can receive an identifiable entitlement(s) and can work with
professionals and others to use that entitlement to overcome those problems. For an
Individual Budget is, as I have argued elsewhere, best understood as a Conditional
Resource Entitlement, and as such it is an ideal tool for building a partnership between the
and the state to solve those problems where it is not adequate to simple adjust personal
income.12

Step 3 - To integrate benefits into one system
The third development would be to apply the RAS methodology into the benefit system.
There are currently 40 different benefits and 100 different benefit rates.13 Yet the final net
impact of each of these benefits (after means-testing and the varied exclusions) is to raise
personal income by a relatively modest amount and within a very narrow range.14
Self-Directed Support has demonstrated that the needs of those individuals with the most
complex and wide-ranging needs can be captured by a RAS with 9 questions in a way that
is sensitive to differences in funding from zero to £60,000 per year. It is therefore not
plausible that the same kind of methodology would not be adequate for capturing simpler
needs with a narrower range of costs. An integrated system does not mean that everyone
would get the same amount - such a system could be as targeted or as universal as
necessary.15 But such a system would still deliver:
• Improved targeting - cutting out overlaps and gaps
• Greater simplicity - being easier to understand and claim
• Reduced bureaucracy - needing less administration
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Figure 6 The distinction between Personal Allowances & Individual Budgets

It is worth noting that this is also not an argument for integrating benefits into the system of
Individual Budgets. Rather I would argue that we should have two distinct systems: (a) one
system of Individual Budgets, which would be properly conditional and delivered as part of
a partnership model, and (b) one system of Personal Allowances, which would be properly
unconditional and delivered as a direct income adjustment (wholly replacing the current
benefits system).
There is also an important debate to be had about when funding should or should not be
made conditional. Already some benefits (e.g. housing benefit and job seekers allowance)
are already being defined in ways which are increasingly connected to the meeting of
specific needs. However it would be dangerous to assume that benefits should always
being made more conditional.16 Instead it may be more practical to integrate as many
benefits as possible into one system of Personal Allowances and ensure that such a
system is sufficiently sensitive to differing needs.17

Step 4 - To integrate tax and means-testing
One further innovation, which could be developed from Self-Directed Support, is the
integration of means-testing into the RAS. This step has already been taken, in a minor
way, by some local authorities who are defining the entitlement and any ʻchargeʼ all at the
same time.18 However to locate means-testing for social care within local government
does seem peculiar, particularly when we already have much more comprehensive
systems of means-testing built into our tax and benefits systems.
In fact we could go further and, by integrating the diverse means-testing systems which
are built into the tax, benefit and social care systems we could radically simply the taxbenefit system.19 For it is incoherent to build multiple systems of taxation and benefit,
systems which thereby become so opaque they are neither understood or be subject to
rationally scrutiny or empirical testing.
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In effect the welfare state is in danger of functioning as complex ʻpoverty netʼ - a mesh of
parallel benefits and taxes within which it is almost impossible to assess the benefits of
personal or family growth, earning, learning or saving.20 Note that this is not, on its own, an
argument for a minimum income guarantee or any other substantive change in the rates of
marginal taxation or benefit reduction, however it is an argument that whatever rates of
contribution we decide are fair should themselves be transparent.21 This is not only
because, as citizens, we should want our duty to contribute to be clear. It is also because
a transparent system is a system that can actually be tested, challenged and supported. It
is the very complexity and opacity of the current system which closes down any real
debate on tax and benefit reform. Yet the experience of Self-Directed Support shows that
there is no technical reason to hold back from integration and transparency.

Conclusion
Even within adult social care there is a long way to go before these reforms are fully
implemented and they are still highly contested.22 However the steps set out above are
feasible and they are also measures that could be developed incrementally - phasing the
process of integration and extension.
These reforms also offer a tool to bring about the wider cultural reform of the welfare state
- building a welfare state that supports citizenship. In particular Self-Directed Support
enables us to create a clear framework of rights and responsibilities within which citizens
can create their own positive outcomes, using limited resources with increased flexibility
and working in partnership with professionals.
The current economic crisis presents yet another opportunity for politicians and policymakers to act with greater courage and to take the legal, financial and policy challenges of
Self-Directed Support seriously.
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For example the suggestion with the current Green Paper Shaping the Future of Care Together that
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